
ASCETIC PATHS
All Ascetic paths require the following:

• You must eschew physical possessions and may never own any gear or wealth other than what you start with.  
• You must abstain from sex or intimate physical contact.  Romance is completely fine as long as you never physically act upon it.
• You must live a life of near complete physical denial, eating only the most basic of foods, sleeping outside (or in a cave) without even a mat to 

lie on.  You typically spend as much time as you can standing, sitting, or lying in uncomfortable positions (on top of poles, on beds of nails, legs
crossed behind head, etc.)

THE PATH OF CHARITY
You must reject all worldly possessions if possible.  Your starting possessions are reduced to either a loincloth (if male) or a tattered robe (if female).  Your 
standard load is reduced to 0, though you may still carry 12+STR for charitable purposes.

When you speak with simple wisdom and spend 1 Kundalini, you may use WIS instead of CHA when you parlay, and on a hit you get to ask the player 1 
question which they must answer truthfully,.  You still require leverage to parlay as usual.

At the end of any session, if you donated a significant amount of wealth or valuables to a worthy charity, mark XP.

Master Move:  when you enter a friendly village or town, you find a local shrine at which you and your companions can stay.  You have to sleep outside, 
which may be a problem for your companions, but you get free food and medical care and can stay as long as you like within reason.

PATH OF PURITY
You must keep yourself spiritually pure at all times.  Note that this does not necessarily require physical cleanliness.  If you are exposed to evil spirits, the 
undead, blood, death of one of the humanoid races, or if you are touched by another person, you must purify yourself by bathing and prayer, and must also 
locate (or create) a shrine to one or more of the gods and clean, maintain, or purify it.  This must be done as soon as possible.

When you chant sacred prayers aloud and spend 1 kundalini, you may turn Other Planar beings as if they were undead.

Master move:  When you use your sacred prayers to turn undead or other-planar beings, on a hit you also deal damage to your target, ignoring armor.

PATH OF PEACE
You will never kill another living being, nor may you derive any benefit from others doing so. You may not attack an enemy unless they attack you first, 
and even then you may only subdue them, never slay them.  You may not eat meat – even if the alternative is starving.

At the end of a session, if you calmed a fight without anyone dying, mark XP.

Master move:  No sentient, living being will ever attack you unless you do something to provoke them.

PATH OF TRUTH
You can never lie.  This includes bluffing, telling half-truths with the intent to deceive, exaggerating, telling white lies, or benefiting from another 
character's telling of lies.

When you Defy Danger to act despite fear, an enchantment, or an illusion and spend 1 kundalini, you may automatically succeed as though you had rolled 
a 10+.

At the end of a session, if you helped someone come to terms with an unpleasant or difficult truth, mark XP.

Master Move:  whenever someone in your presence tells a lie, you can always detect it.

PATH OF THE TIGER
You can never refuse a challenge or retreat from battle.  If someone challenges you to a fight you must accept, even if your foes outnumber you or are 
clearly stronger.

When you shout with great force and spend 1 kundalini, deal your damage to an enemy at near range.  If they are within reach range, the attack is also 
forceful.

At the end of a session, if you defeated someone clearly stronger than yourself without help, mark XP.

Master move:  your unarmed strike gains the fiery tag.

PATH OF MIRRORS
You may never use any magical objects, even healing potions, nor may you willingly permit yourself to be the subject of a magical spell or effect, unless 
you are specifically granted permission by a god.

When a magical effect makes you Defy Danger, on a hit you may spend 1 kundalini to turn the magic back upon itself.  Describe how.

At the end of a session, if you destroyed a magical object of some significance, or gave it to a god for safekeeping, mark XP.

Master move:  when you hold a magical item in your hand, any magical powers it possesses are suppressed for as long as you hold it.  The item must be 
small enough to be held in your hand.
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